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"If we do not lift up women and families, everyone will fall 

short." 

"The success of every woman should be the inspiration to 

another. We should raise each other up. Make sure you’re very 

courageous: be strong, be extremely kind, and above all be 

humble."

Helen Keller

Indira Gandhi

Quotes of the Month 
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Gender discrimination has involved all societies 

from the past to today. Differences keep women 

away from their basic and advanced rights.

The process of empathy in complex social issues 

plays an important role in solving them correctly, 

intelligently, and sustainably.

Correctly understanding the root of social 

problems and arriving at a specific problem 

paves the way for a solution.

In societies where one side of this equation is 

not willing to talk and reach a common solution, 

violence becomes far more than normal social 

conditions.

Governments that rule based on a specific and 

patriarchal ideology are the hardest to reach 

the right solution in the direction of eliminating 

gender discrimination.

On the other side of the equation are women 

who offer a different solution against autocratic 

governments.

A path that imposes far more costs.

But in this way, their determination and 

seriousness will multiply and in the end, the 

authority will bear a bigger cost.

A penalty for the loss of domestic and global 

legitimacy.

Even at the cost of losing power.

Finally, the sun of victory will shine in the world 

in order to achieve gender equality and freedom.
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What’s New On MAKH Blog?

Women,
Life,
Freedom.

By: Majid Ahmadi Khoshbakht
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 There is no business report in order
to respect the Iranian uprising.dd
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Coming Up Birthdays

Richard Meier

American abstract artist and architect

12 October 1934

Richard Meier is an American abstract artist 
and architect, whose geometric designs make 
prominent use of the color white. A winner of 
the Pritzker Architecture Prize in 1984, Meier 
has designed several iconic buildings including 
the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary 
Art, the Getty Center in Los Angeles, the 
High Museum of Art in Atlanta, and San Jose 
City Hall. In 2018, all of Meier's employees 
accused him of sexual assault, which led to his 
resignation in 2021.

John Lennon

English singer, songwriter, musician

9 October 1940

He was an English singer, songwriter, musician 
and peace activist who achieved worldwide 
fame as the founder, co-songwriter, co-lead 
vocalist and rhythm guitarist of the Beatles. 
Lennon was characterised by the rebellious 
nature and acerbic wit in his music, writing 
and drawings, on film, and in interviews. His 
songwriting partnership with Paul McCartney 
remains the most successful in history.
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Pablo Picasso

Spanish painter

25 October 1881

Pablo Ruiz Picasso was a Spanish painter, 
sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist and theatre 
designer who spent most of his adult life in 
France. Regarded as one of the most influential 
artists of the 20th century, he is known for co-
founding the Cubist movement, the invention 
of constructed sculpture, the co-invention of 
collage, and for the wide variety of styles that 
he helped develop and explore. Among his 
most famous works are the proto-Cubist Les 
Demoiselles d'Avignon (1907), and the anti-war 
painting Guernica (1937), a dramatic portrayal 
of the bombing of Guernica by German and 
Italian air forces during the Spanish Civil War.

Bill Gates

American business magnate

28 October 1955

William Henry Gates III is an American business 
magnate, software developer, investor, author, 
and philanthropist. He is a co-founder of 
Microsoft, along with his late childhood friend 
Paul Allen. During his career at Microsoft, Gates 
held the positions of chairman, chief executive 
officer (CEO), president and chief software 
architect, while also being the largest individual 
shareholder until May 2014. He was a major 
entrepreneur of the microcomputer revolution 
of the 1970s and 1980s.
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Coming Up Events

World Architecture Day
2022
3 October 2022
Worldwide

The International Union of Architects (UIA) has announced the theme for World Architecture Day, 
which will take place on Monday 3 October 2022.
The theme for World Architecture Day will be "Architecture for well-being". 
Created by the International Union of Architects (UIA) in 1985, World Architecture Day is 
celebrated on the first Monday of October in parallel with UN World Habitat Day. 
The idea was simple to celebrate World Architecture Day: "to reflect on the state of our towns and 
cities and the basic right of all to adequate shelter. It is also intended to remind the world of its 
collective responsibility for the future of the human habitat."
For more information please click on the link below.
https://worldarchitecture.org/

https://worldarchitecture.org/
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Dutch Design Week 2022

22-30 October 2022
Eindhoven

Dutch Design Week, the largest design event in Northern Europe, brings together over 2,600 
designers and creatives each year to showcase the latest in design and innovation.
Taking place over nine days across various locations in Eindhoven, the event features a number of 
exhibitions, networking events, lectures, award ceremonies and debates.
This year's theme is called Get Set, which focuses on changing designer's mindsets in order to 
develop products that foster change.
Dutch Design Week takes place from 22 to 30 October 2022 in various locations across Eindhoven.
For more information please click on the link below.
https://ddw.nl/

https://ddw.nl/
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info@makhdesign.com

Tehran,Vancouver, Bochum

www.makhdesign.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/makh
https://www.instagram.com/makhdesign/
https://www.facebook.com/makhdesignstudio/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ7Bijw2J6WBvP7nlEMS8tQ
https://twitter.com/makhstudio
https://makhdesign.com/
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